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Abstract 
Itzkowitz, G., S. Rothman, H. Strassberg and T.S. Wu, Characterization of equivalent uniformities 
in topological groups, Topology and its Applications 47 (1992) 9-34. 
We study the concept of equal uniformities on locally compact topological groups. In Section 1 
we collect some classical characterizations for To groups and metric groups, along with some new 
ones. In Sections 2 and 3 we find characterizations for the locally compact metric case and the 
a-compact case. The G, condition is introduced in Section 3 and plays a crucial part in the 
characterizations obtained for the locally compact case. Section 4 contains a brief survey of 
inductive limit systems and includes a reinterpretation of a famous theorem of Kakutani and 
Kodaira, together with some slight generalizations and consequences. Section 5 contains structure 
theorems for locally compact groups with equal uniformities using Lie group approximation 
methods. These results generalize a theorem of Grosser and Moskowitz and answer a question 
posed by G. Itzkowitz. It is shown that if every open a-compact subgroup of a locally compact 
group G has equal uniformities then so does G. The structure theorems yield a number of 
interesting characterizations of equal uniformities and include the characterization that every real 
valued left uniformly continuous function on G is right uniformly continuous. Section 6 contains 
an independent characterization for totally disconnected locally compact groups which motivated 
the method of proof used in the general case. 
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Introduction 
In this paper we investigate the uniform structures of a locally compact topological 
group. We obtain a number of characterizations of locally compact groups with 
equal right and left uniform structures (Theorem 5.8). Our investigation was moti- 
vated by two earlier papers of Itzkowitz in 1974 [5] and 1976 [6]. 
We begin our investigation with a study of the concept of a uniformly open 
homomorphism between topological groups and obtain some characterizations 
(Theorems 1.4 and 1.5) of this concept. In the first section we also collect some 
classical type characterizations of topological groups with equal uniformities 
(Theorem 1.7). 
In Section 2 we develop some important tools and investigate the role of homomor- 
phic images in determining the characterizations of equal uniformities in locally 
compact groups (see Theorems 2.5 and 2.6). In Section 3 we introduce the G, 
condition. This condition is motivated by the famous theorem of Kakutani and 
Kodaira [4, 8.71, and plays a central role in our characterizations. In Section 4 we 
reinterpret their theorem in the language of projective limits and obtain some 
generalizations and consequences that prove to be important tools in obtaining our 
main Theorem 5.8. In Section 5 we make use of the Main Approximation Theorem 
of Montgomery and Zippin [9, p. 1751 to obtain a modification of a result of Grosser 
and Moskowitz [3, Section 21. This modification includes an important maximality 
condition that allows us to prove our main results (Theorem 5.5, Corollaries 5.6 
and 5.7 and Theorem 5.8) by using Lie group approximation methods. Our main 
result includes a number of characterizations of locally compact groups with equal 
uniformities. Among the characterizations is the statement that every right uniformly 
continuous function is left uniformly continuous. 
Finally in Section 6 we give an independent proof of the main result for the case 
of a locally compact totally disconnected group (Theorem 6.4). This proof was 
obtained before the results in Section 5 and motivated our search for a proof using 
inverse limit systems in the general locally compact case. We also include some 
additional structure theorems for totally disconnected groups. 
1. Open maps and uniform structures 
We begin our paper by investigating the concept which Kelley [8, Chapter 61 
calls “uniformly open”. It turns out that this concept is important in understanding 
mappings between the uniform structures in topological groups. It allowed us to 
understand better how properties involving continuity of functions could be extended 
to similar properties involving uniform continuity of homomorphisms between 
topological groups. 
We use the notation of [8] in our consideration of uniform spaces. If f: X + Y 
is a function and if (X, 021) and (Y, V) are uniform spaces we define the function 
.fi: X x X + Y x Y by f2(x,, x2) = (f(x,), f(xJ). Let U[x] = {z: (x, z) E U E 021). 
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Definition. A function f is uniformly continuous for the pair of structures (a, 7) if 
for each V E v there is a U E 3 such that fi( U) c V. 
Equivalently, a function f is uniformly continuous for the pair of structures (%, clr) 
if for each V E “Ir there is U E 011 such that for all x E X, f( .!J[x]) c V[f(x)]. 
Definition. The functionf: X + Y is uniformly open for the pair of structures (%, 7’) 
if for each U E %, f2( U) E Yf. 
We note two examples concerning the concept of a uniformly open map. The 
first example shows that a uniformly continuous homeomorphism between uniform 
spaces is not necessarily uniformly open and the second example, suggested by the 
referee, shows that a uniformly open map need not be open. This last example is 
in contrast with the situation in topological groups (see Theorem 1.4). 
Example 1.1. The function 
is a uniformly continuous function of R onto [w (R = real numbers). It is l-l and 
open so it is a homeomorphism. However, f is not uniformly open. 
Proof. It is clear that f is a homeomorphism because it is continuous and monotone 
increasing. Furthermore, note that for any c > N > 0, f’(c) = l/( 1 + c) < l/( 1 + N) 
so that the Mean Value Theorem applied to f when x, y > N yields the inequality 
If(x) -f(Y)1 +g. 
It is now a simple exercise to verify that this inequality implies that f is not 
uniformly open. 0 
Example 1.2. Let f: [0,2] + [0,2] be defined by 
2% ifOSxS1 
f(x)= -2x+4, if ICXS~: 
1, if $CxS2. 
Then for E > 0, fi( U,) = U,,, where U, = {(a, b): Ia - bl< e}. This means that f is 
uniformly open. However, since f is constant on [i, 21, it is not open. 
We note that if f is l-l, then f is uniformly open iff f -’ is a uniformly continuous 
function. Therefore if f is uniformly open and also l-l, then f is also open. 
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We follow [4, p. 211 in the notation we use. Let G be a topological group and 
let U c G be a neighborhood of the identity. 
Definition. (1) Lu = {(x, y) E G x G: y E xU}, RU = {(x, y) E G x G: y E Ux}. 
(2) S,(G) = {L,: U a neighborhood of e in G}, 
S,(G) = {R,: U a neighborhood of e in G}. 
S,(G) is the base for the left uniform structure on G and S,(G) is the base for 
the right uniform structure on G. Since there is no confusion possible we will let 
S,(G) and S,(G) denote the left and right uniformities generated by S,(G) 
and S,(G). 
In the remainder of the paper all topological groups will be T, and therefore 
completely regular. 
Note 1.3. In the case where G and H are topological groups, f: G -+ H is uniformly 
open for the pair of structures (S,(G), S,(H)) iff given Lu E S,(G) we have f2( L,) E 
S,(H). Similar statements are true for the pairs (S,(G), S,(H)), (S,(G), S,(H)), and 
(S,(G), S,(H)). 
Theorem 1.4. Let G and H be topological groups, and let C#I : G + H be a homomorphism 
onto H. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) 4 is an open map. 
(2) q5 is unzformly open for the structure pair (S,(G), S,(H)). 
(3) C#I is uniformly open for the structure pair (S,(G), S,(H)). 
Proof. First, since 4 is a homomorphism onto H we have the identity &( L,) = L,, uj 
since 
4d-L) = h{(x, Y) E Gx G: Y E xU> = I(G), $4~)) E H x H: Y E XV 
Similarly, +(R,) = R,(,, . We will show that (1) is equivalent to (2). The equivalence 
of (1) and (3) is similar. 
If 4 is open and U is a neighborhood of e E G, then W = 4(U) is open in H 
and A(Lu) = L4,,, = L, E S,(H). Thus 4 is uniformly open for the pair of structures 
(S,(G), S,(H)). 
Conversely, let U be open in G and let x E U. Then there is an open neighborhood 
U, of the identity such that xU, c U. Let V = 4(U) and let y E V. Then since 4 is 
onto, y= 4(z) for some ZE U. For this z we have yd( U,) = 4(z)+( UZ) = 
ti(zU,) c 4(U) = V. However, &(LuZ) = L,C,ZJ = S,(H), so C#J( UZ) is a neighborhood 
of the identity in H. Since y E V was arbitrary, V is open and 4 is an open map. 0 
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Definition. If the bases S,(G) and S,(G) generate the same uniformity we say the 
bases are equivalent and the group G has equal uniformities. Otherwise we say the 
uniformities are unequal or drfjerent. 
Note that an immediate consequence of the definition is that G has equal 
uniformities iff each RU E S,(G) and iff each LU E S,(G). This observation allows 
us to give the following simple theorem: 
Theorem 1.5. Let G and H be topological groups and let 4 : G + H be an open continuous 
homomorphism of G onto H. Then C$ is uniformly open for the pairs of structures 
(S,(G), S,(H)) and (S,(G), S,(H)) ifs H has equal uniform structures. 
Proof. Since 4 is open, by Theorem 1.4, 4 is uniformly open for the pairs 
(S,(G), S,(H)) and (S,(G), S,(H)). If H has equal uniformities, S,(H) = S,(H). 
Therefore 4 is uniformly open for the pairs (S,(G), S,(H)) and (S,(G), S,(H)). 
Conversely, let 4 be uniformly open for (S,(G), S,(H)) and (S,(G), S,(H)), and 
let V be an open neighborhood of e in H. Then W = c#-‘( V) is open in G. Since 
4 is uniformly open for (S,(G), S,(H)) we have &( L,) = Lv E S,(H). Similarly, 
R, E S,(H). Since this is true for each open neighborhood of e in H, the observation 
immediately preceding the theorem shows that H has equal uniformities. 0 
Theorem 1.6. Let G and H be topological groups. If C$ : G + H is an open continuous 
homomorphism onto H and if H has inequivalent uniform structures then G has 
inequivalent uniform structures. 
Proof. If H has different uniformities then Theorem 1.5 implies that 4 is not 
uniformly open for (S,(G), S,(H)) or (S,(G), S,(H)). By Theorem 1.4,4 is uniformly 
open for (S,(G), S,(H)) and so S,(G) # S,(G). 0 
Our goal is to understand the concept of equal uniformities in topological groups. 
In [4,8.18] there are a number of statements equivalent in metric groups to the 
assertion that the group has equal uniformities. These statements and their proofs 
may be modified slightly by replacing sequences with nets to arrive at statements 
that are true for a general T, group. If we combine such statements with what we 
have done already, we have the following theorem. The proof makes use of [4, 
4.141, and we leave it to the reader. 
Theorem 1.7. Let G be a topological group. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) The right and left uniform structures on G are equivalent, 
(b) For each neighborhood U of e, Ro E S,(G). 
(c) For each neighborhood U of e, Lo E S,(G). 
(d) The identity map I : G + G is uniformly open for the structures (S,(G), S,(G)) 
and (S,(G), S,(G)). 
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(e) If {xa} is a net based on the directed set D satisfying x, + e and if {ye} in G 
is any other net based on D then y,x,y,‘+ e. 
(f) For each neighborhood U of e, n_XtG xUY is a neighborhood of e. 
(g) There is a basis for the neighborhood system of e consisting of sets W satisfying 
W=xWx-’ for allxE G. 
Example 1.8. If the locally compact group H is not unimodular then the left and 
right uniform structures do not coincide. Therefore an open continuous homomorph- 
ism 4 of a locally compact group G onto H cannot be uniformly continuous for 
the structure pairs (S,(G), S,(H)) and (S,(G), S,(H)). 
Proof. Let A be the left Haar measure on G. If H is not unimodular then the 
modular functions A, and A, on H are unbounded. Choose a sequence {y,}c H 
such that Ar(y,,) -f co. If V is a neighborhood of e in H with compact closure then 
0 <A ( V) < 00, and for all n we have: 
~(V)=A(Y,V)=~(Y,V~,‘Y,)=A(Y,V~?~’)A,(Y,). 
Therefore A(y,Vy,‘) + 0, so that n:=:=, y,Vy,’ cannot contain a neighborhood of e 
(which would have positive A-measure). Thus the left and right uniformities of H 
do not coincide (see Theorem 1.7(f)). 0 
2. Sequences and uniform structures in u-compact, locally compact groups 
The concept of an n-right uniformly discrete set was used in [6], to obtain a 
necessary and sufficient condition for a locally compact metric group or a locally 
compact a-compact topological group to have equal right and left uniform structures. 
Theorem 2.2 below shows that the question of determining whether a a-compact, 
locally compact group has equal uniformities may be decided by using sequences 
alone. This theorem motivated our search for results such as Theorem 2.3, Corollaries 
3.7 and 5.7 and Theorem 6.4. 
For completeness we define the terms a-compact and a-right uniformly discrete, 
state the result of [6] as our Theorem 2.1, and give its immediate motivating Corollary 
2.2. 
Definition. A topological space X is a-compact if X can be written as a union of 
cu-compact sets and if X cannot be written as a union of ,f3-compact sets if p < (Y, 
where (Y and p are cardinals. 
Definition. Let G be a topological group. The set A c G is right uniformly discrete 
if there exists a neighborhood U of the identity in G such that for all x, y E A, with 
x # y, the relation Ux n Uy = 0 holds. If card(A) = LY we say that A is an a-right 
uniformly discrete set in G. 
A similar definition holds for a-left uniformly discrete sets. 
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Theorem 2.1 [6]. Let G be a locally compact and a-compact group. 7’hen G has equal 
uniform structures iflfor each a-right uniformly discrete set B and each neighborhood 
u of e, f-h XUX -’ is a neighborhood of the identity. 
Corollary 2.2. If G is a locally compact o-compact group then G has equal uniform 
structures @for each right uniformly discrete sequence {x,} and each neighborhood 
U of the identity, n,, x,lJx,, -’ is a neighborhood of the identity. 
Note. We always let e be the identity in G. If more than one group is involved we 
write e, or e E G to denote that e is the identity in G. 
There exists a natural projection of a cT-compact group onto a metric group. Here 
we prove a result for metric groups which is of the type that is useful in the o-compact 
case. 
Theorem 2.3. Let G be a locally compact metric group. Then G has equal uniform 
structures iff every right uniformly discrete sequence is left uniformly discrete. 
Proof. Suppose G has equal uniform structures. If the sequence {x,}~=, is right 
uniformly discrete there exists U,, a neighborhood of e, such that U,x, n U,x, =0 
for all n # m. But since G has equal structures there exists v,, a neighborhood of 
e, such that XV,, c U,x for all x E G. We see that x,, V,, n x,,, V, = 0 for all n Z m, so 
{x}~==, is left uniformly discrete. 
Now suppose G has different uniform structures. Let U be a symmetric neighbor- 
hood of e E G such that Up is compact and such that there is no neighborhood V 
of e E G for which xVx_’ c U for all x E G. Then for each V there is an xv such 
that x,V is not contained in Uxv. Note that such an xv may be chosen outside of 
any preselected compact subset of G (for if K is compact then n {x-’ Ux: x E K} 
is a neighborhood of e: see [4, 4.91). Let {V,} be a collection of open symmetric 
neighborhoods of e E G such that V, c If_, , V: is compact, and n;_, V, = {e}. By 
induction we construct a sequence which we will show to be right uniformly discrete 
but not left uniformly discrete. 
Choose x, such that x, V, is not contained in Ux, , and choose x2 E x, V, n ( Ux,)‘, 
where ’ denotes set complement. Suppose that x, , . . . , xIn have been chosen. Define 
W, = IJ,, k Ux,V;. Choose x2,,+, such that 
(a) x2,,+, V,,,+, is not contained in Ux,,,, , and 
(b) W,, n ( &II+, Vz,,+,) = 0. 
We can do this because UW,,V,, has compact closure so there is an xzn+, not 
contained in UW2,,V2,, such that (a) is satisfied. Suppose that W,, n ( Ux2,,+, V2,,+,) # 
0. Then there is y E W,, n ( Ux2,,+, Vr,,+,) such that y = w2,, = uxz,,+,v, w,-ere wzn E W, 
u E U, vE V. Solving for xZn+, we get x2”+, = u-‘w2,v~‘E UWInVZn+, c UW,,V,,, a 
contradtction to how x2,,+, was chosen. We choose x~,,+~ E x2,,+, V,,,,, n ( UX~,,+,)‘. 
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We claim that the sequence {x,}~=, is right uniformly discrete. To see this, let V 
be a symmetric neighborhood of e such that V2 c U. Then we claim that Vx, n Vx, = 
0 if n f m. Without loss of generality we may assume that n < m. Suppose m = 2k + 1. 
If Vx, n VX~~+~ f 0 there is y = v,x,, = u2x2k+, , where v, , vr E V. But then 
x2&, = u;‘v,x, E V2x, c ux, c w,, c W2k, 
contradicting (b). Now assume m =2k, and recall that by construction xzk E 
x2&r V2k_i n (ux2k-i)‘. The relation Vx, n Vxzk # 0, implies as before that x2k E 
V2x, = W,,. However by (b), wskp2n ( Uxzk_, V,,_,) =@ Since x2k E xZk-, V,,_, , we 
cannot have x2k E w2k_,. If n < 2k - 1 then W,, c WZk_z, hence x2k is not contained 
in W,,. Thus we have a contradiction. If n =2k- 1, the relation Vx2k-r n vxzk # 0 
impks that x2k E V2x2k_r c ux&r, a contradiction, since by construction, x2k E 
( Ux2k-r)C. Therefore {x,} is right uniformly discrete. 
If {x,} is a left uniformly discrete sequence there is a neighborhood W of e for 
which x, W n x, W = 0 if n # m. Choose a symmetric neighborhood W, of e such 
that W: c W. Then in particular we have xj W, n x,+, W, = 0 for j odd. This implies 
that Xj+l does not belong to x, W:. Since nT=, Vk = {e} there is Vk c W:, and without 
loss of generality we may assume k is odd. Then by construction, xk+r E 
xk Vk c xk w: c xk w, a contradiction. Therefore {x,} is not left uniformly discrete. 0 
In [5] there appears an elementary proof of the following well-known theorem 
of Kakutani and Kodaira: 
Theorem 2.4 (Kakutani-Kodaira). Let G be a u-compact, locally compact group with 
identity e. Then for every countable family {U,: n = 1,2,. . .} of neighborhoods of e 
there is a compact normal subgroup N c G such that N c n U,, and G/N is metrizable 
and has a countable base for its open sets. 
We make use of the method of proof of the Kakutani-Kodaira theorem used in 
[5] to derive another necessary and sufficient condition that a locally compact 
o-compact topological group has equal uniformities. 
Theorem 2.5. Let G be a locally compact, u-compact group with identity e. If G has 
different left and right uniformities then there is a compact normal subgroup N such 
that G/N is metrizable and Lindeliif and has d@erent left and right untformities. 
Proof. Write G as an increasing union Uz==, F, of compact sets F,,. Choose a 
symmetric neighborhood U of the identity in G such that U- is compact and a 
sequence {x,}c G such that flT==, x,Ux,’ is ilot a ..,:;,hborhood of e. Such a 
sequence is justified by Corollary 2.2. Choose 1, a :ymrnetric neighborhood of e 
such that V2c U. 
Now let V, = V and V,,,, = x,Vx,‘, n z= 1, ‘c, . . , . Select a sequence {U,,: n = 
1,2, . . .} of symmetric neighborhoods of t‘ suc!i that ! ‘, is compac;, and for n > 1, 
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U’, c V,_, n lJ,-, . Since each F, is compact we may also assume that xU,,x-’ c U,_, , 
x E F,,. Now [4, 5.6(iv)] holds, so N = n U, is a closed normal compact subgroup 
of G. Let C$ : G+ G/N be the natural map, let y, = 4(x,,), and let W = 4(V). Then 
we claim that n;=, y, Wy;’ . IS not a neighborhood of e, but W is. To see this, 
observe that if n:=, y, WY;’ is a neighborhood of e in G/N then since N is a 
normal subgroup and N c V, we have 
“‘(ii Y,WY?) = fi (x,N)( VN)(x,‘N) = fi x,( VN)x,’ 
n=l n=l n=, 
cc co 
c f-y x,~2x;l C n x,~x;l. 
n=L n=l 
Since C$ is continuous, $-‘(n;=, y,,Wy;‘) would have to be a neighborhood of e 
and this would contradict the fact that n;=‘=, x,Ux;’ is not a neighborhood of e. 
Therefore G/N has different uniform structures. The remainder of the proof is in 
[4, 8.71. 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a w-compact locally compact group with identity e. Then G has 
equal uniformities ifSfor every locally compact metric group H such that there is an 
open continuous homomorphism 4 from G onto H, the group H has equal uniform 
structures. 
Proof. If there is an open continuous homomorphism C$ from G onto H where H 
has unequal uniformities, then by Theorem 1.6, G has unequal uniformities. 
By Theorem 2.5, if G has unequal uniform structures there is a compact normal 
subgroup N such that G/N is metrizable, Lindeliif, and has unequal uniform 
structures. Evidently the natural map 4 from G onto G/N is an open continuous 
homomorphism and we can take H = G/N. 0 
3. Uniform structures and right and left uniform continuity 
Definition. A real valued function f on a topological group G is left uniformly 
continuous if given e > 0 there exists a neighborhood U of e in G such that 
If(x)-f(y)1 < E for all x, y such that XE yU. The function f is right uniformly 
continuous if there exists a neighborhood U of e such that If(x) -f(y)1 < F for all 
x, y such that x E Uy. If the function f is both left and right uniformly continuous 
we say that f is uniformly continuous. 
The reader should observe that a left uniformly continuous function is automati- 
cally uniformly continuous with respect to the left uniformity of G and the usual 
metric uniformity of R. Thus we have a special case here of the concept of a 
uniformly continuous function previously defined in Section 1. Furthermore, it is 
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not difficult to see that if a topological group G has equal uniformities then every 
real valued left uniformly continuous function on G is right uniformly continuous. 
The following theorem is found in [5]: 
Theorem 3.1. If G is a nondiscrete locally compact metric group with unequal uniform 
structures then G admits a real valued function f that is left uniformly continuous but 
not right uniformly continuous. 
The proof involved showing the existence of a neighborhood V of the identity 
and a sequence {x,} c G such that the following four conditions are satisfied: 
(i) { Vx,: n 2 l} are pairwise disjoint. 
(ii) {xnV: n 2 I} are pairwise disjoint. 
(iii) x,Vn Vx, =0 if n # m. 
(iv) nT=‘=, x,Vx,’ is not a neighborhood of e. 
(v) V is compact. 
Once the existence of such a sequence and neighborhood is established the proof 
is completed by defining the desired function f as follows: Since G is completely 
regular, there is a continuous function f, that satisfies 
f,(x,) = 1, f,([x, VI’) = {0}, and 0s f, d 1. 
Foreachn~1definef,(x)=f,(x,x~‘x)sothatf,(x,)=f,(x,)=1andf,(x,V)’={0}. 
Then let f = I:=, fn. It is clear that f is left uniformly continuous. 
If f were right uniformly continuous, then given 0 < E < 1 there would be in G a 
neighborhood U of the identity such that U c V and such that YE Ux implies 
If(x) -f(y)1 < e. Let Y E ux,. Then ]f(x,) -f(y)/ < E. Since f(x,,) = 1, it follows that 
f(y) > 1 - E > 0, hence y E l._& xkV. Because y E Ux, = Vx,, it follows that y is not 
contained in xLV for k # n, since {xL} is V-uniformly discrete. Therefore y E x,V. 
Since y E Ux, was arbitrary it follows that Ux, c x,V for each n, so that U c 
n;:, x,Vx;‘. This contradicts (iv). Therefore f is not right uniformly continuous. 
Note. Theorem 3.1 is still true without the assumption that the group is nondiscrete, 
since every discrete group has equal uniformities. 
Definition. If there is a sequence {y,} c G and a neighborhood of the identity V 
such that (i)-(v) hold, we will say that the sequence is V-untformly discrete. 
Corollary 3.2. If G is a locally compact metric group with unequal untform structures 
then G contains a neighborhood Vof e and a sequence {y,,} which is V-uniformly discrete. 
Theorem 3.3. If G is a u-compact locally compact topological group with unequal 
untform structures then 
(1) G contains a V-untformly discrete sequence. 
(2) There is a real valued function defined on G that is left uniformly continuous 
but not right uniformly continuous. 
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Proof. If G is a a-compact locally compact topological group with unequal uniform 
structures then there is an open continuous homomorphism 4 of G onto a locally 
compact metric group H with unequal uniformities, by Theorem 2.5. Then by 
Corollary 3.2, H contains a V-uniformly discrete sequence {x,}, and a real valued 
functionfthat is left uniformly continuous and not right uniformly continuous on H. 
Let XL E 4-‘(x,), n 2 1 and let W c c#-‘( V) be a neighborhood of the identity in 
G with W- compact. Then since 4 is open it is easy to see that n;==, xk WX~~,-’ is 
not a neighborhood of e, and therefore the sequence {x:,} is W-uniformly discrete, 
proving (1). 
Now let g =fo 4. Since 4 is uniformly continuous for the structure pair 
(S,(G), S,(H)) and f is left uniformly continuous, g is left uniformly continuous. 
The proof that g is not right uniformly continuous is similar to the proof in Theorem 
3.1 that f was not right uniformly continuous. This proves (2). Cl 
Lemma 3.4. Let G be a locally compact group and let T be a cr-compact set in G. Then 
there exists an open u-compact subgroup H of G which contains T. 
Proof. By [4, 4.101, each compact set F in a locally compact group is contained in 
an open set U, where UP is compact. Also, if U is a symmetric neighborhood of 
the identity with compact closure, then by [4,5.7], lJz_, U” is a compactly generated 
open and closed subgroup of G. 
Since T is compactly generated, T = UT;, T,, where each Tk is compact. Let 
X, = {e} u T, . Then since X, is compact there is an open set U, containing X, such 
-’ that UT is compact. Then since U, u U, is a symmetric neighborhood of the 
identity, H, = I_:=‘=,( U, u Uy’)” is a compactly generated open subgroup of G. 
Suppose that for js k we have constructed a sequence of open neighborhoods 
u,c lJ,c.. . c U, whose closures are compact and a sequence of compactly gener- 
ated subgroups H, = I._:=‘=,( Uj u U,‘)” such that X, = {e} u U’,_, T,,, c U, c Hj. 
Then X,,, = lJ, v Tk+, is compact so that there is an open set U,,, containing X,,, 
such that (U,+,)- is compact. Then H,,, = lJT=,( U,,, u (U,+,)-‘)” is a compactly 
generated open and closed subgroup of G. 
Finally we observe that H = U:=, Hk is a u-compact open subgroup of G and 
T is contained in H. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let G be a locally compact metric group. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(1) G has different left and right uniformities. 
(2) G has an open u-compact subgroup H with diflerent left and right uniformities. 
(3) G has an open u-compact subgroup which has a left uniformly continuous real 
valued function that is not right uniformly continuous. 
Proof. Suppose G has unequal uniformities. Then by Corollary 3.2, G contains a 
neighborhood V of the identity and a V-uniformly discrete sequence {y,,}. By Lemma 
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3.4 there is a u-compact open subgroup H contained in G such that {y,} is contained 
in H. If we let V’= Vn H then {v,,} is also V’-uniformly discrete. Thus H has a 
real valued function that is left uniformly continuous but not right uniformly 
continuous. This shows that (1) implies (3). That (3) implies (2) is clear from the 
comments after the definition of a left uniformly continuous function. Finally (2) 
implies (1) is immediate since H is open. 0 
Definition. A set U in G is a G& set if U = nT=, U, where each U, is open in G. 
Theorem 3.6. Let G be locally compact and suppose that G contains a neighborhood 
U of the identity such that nxic XUX -’ is not a neighborhood of the identity (so that 
G has unequal uniformities), and U contains a compact G, normal subgroup N. Then 
G has an open u-compact subgroup H with difSerent left and right uniformities. 
Proof. By [4, 4.101 there is a neighborhood of the identity V contained in G such 
that NV = VN c U. Clearly, n7,, G XVX -’ is not a neighborhood of e. Now let 
4 : G + G/N be the natural map. 
We claim that the set A = n,,, +(x)4( V)+(x-‘) is not a neighborhood of the 
identity in G/N. To see this, we note that since N is normal in G we have 
4-U) c fflG (xN)( VN)(X-1 N) = yiG X( VN)~-' c n x~x-l, 
XC G 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.5. If A were a neighborhood of e in G/N then 4-‘(A) 
would be a neighborhood of e in G since 4 is continuous, which gives a contra- 
diction. 
Since $J( V) is a neighborhood of the identity, the above argument shows that 
G/N has different uniformities. Next we show that if N is a G&, then {e} = 4(N) 
is also a G8, so that by [4, 8.51, the quotient group / = G/N is metrizable. 
If N is a G, then N = fly= I U,, where each U,, is a neighborhood of the identity 
in G. Since N is compact there is a sequence { Vn} of neighborhoods of the identity 
in G such that V’, c V,-, and NV, c U,,, for each n. Now N c NV, for each n, so 
that Ncn;=:=, NV&-;==, U,,= N. Note that +(NV,)=d(V,). 
We claim that 4(N)=+(r):==, NV,,)=/-):==, +(NV,,) =n;==, +(V,). It is clear 
that 4(f);=:=, NV,) iscontainedinnT==, 4( NV,).Thussupposex’~ny==, 4(NV,) = 
n;==, c$( V,). Then X’E 4( V,) for each n. Thus if x E &‘(x’) we must have x E NV, 
for each n and therefore XE n;=‘,, NV,, = N. Therefore X’E 4(n;=‘=, NV,) = 4(N). 
This proves that 4(N) = +(n;=, NV,) = f-‘-l;=, @(V,). Since each V, is open and 
since 4 is an open map it follows that 4(N) is a G8. 
By Theorem 3.5, the quotient group J has an open a-compact (LindelSf) subgroup 
J,, with unequal uniform structures. Let Jo = UzZ‘=, S,, where each S, is compact, 
and let H = c#-‘(J,,). Since N is compact, each d-‘(S,,) is compact by [4, 5.24(b)] 
so H is cT-compact. Since J,, is open, so is H. Finally, 4 : H + Jo is open and J, has 
unequal uniform structures, so it follows from Theorem 1.6 that H has unequal 
uniform structures. 0 
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Definition. G satisfies the G, condition iff each neighborhood of the identity contains 
a compact normal G, subgroup. 
Note that the proof of Theorem 2.4 as found in [S] shows that the compact normal 
subgroup N is in fact a G, set. Thus for such groups, the assumptions of Theorem 
3.6 may be replaced by the statement that G has different left and right uniformities. 
In the general situation, it is not clear that a neighborhood U of e that contains a 
compact normal G, must also have the property that niFG xUx_’ is not a neighbor- 
hood of e even if G has unequal uniformities. 
Corollary 3.7. Let G be a locally compact group which satisfies the G8 condition. Then 
G has unequal uniform structures iff G contains an open u-compact subgroup with 
unequal uniform structures. 
Proof. As noted above in the a-compact case, if G satisfies the G, condition and 
has unequal uniformities, the conditions of Theorem 3.6 hold, so that G contains 
an open a-compact subgroup with unequal uniformities. The converse is trivial. q 
Corollary 3.8. Let G be a locally compact group satisfying the G, condition. Then G 
has unequal uniform structures iff there is a real valued function defined on G that is 
left uniformly continuous but not right uniformly continuous. 
Proof. If G has unequal uniform structures then by Corollary 3.7, G has an open 
cT-compact subgroup H with unequal uniform structures. By Theorem 3.3 there is 
a real valued function f defined on H that is left uniformly continuous but not right 
uniformly continuous. Extend f to all of G by defining _f on xH, for x not in H, 
by f (xy) = f (y), where the collection {xH} is a complete collection of distinct cosets 
of H. This f is left uniformly continuous and not right uniformly continuous on G. 
The converse is clear. q 
We now sum up what we have established about the uniform structures in a 
a-compact locally compact topological group. 
Theorem 3.9. Let G be a u-compact, locally compact topological group. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) G has equal uniform structures. 
(2) If {x,} is a net based on the directed set D satisfying x, + e, and if {y,} in G 
is any other net based on D, then y,x,y,‘+ e. 
(3) For each neighborhood U of e, nxic xUx_’ is a neighborhood of e. 
(4) There is a basis for the neighborhood system of e consisting of sets Wsatisfying 
W=xWx-‘forallxEG. 
(5) For each neighborhood U of e and each right uniformly discrete sequence {x,} 
in G the set n;=, x,Ux;’ is a neighborhood of e. 
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(6) For each neighborhood U of e and each left uniformly discrete sequence {x,} 
in G the set nr”=, x,‘LJx, is a neighborhood of e. 
(7) Each locally compact (Lindelof) metric group H which is an open continuous 
homomorphic image of G has equal uniform structures. 
(8) Every real valued left uniformly continuous function is right untformly con- 
tinuous. 
(9) Every real valued right uniformly continuous function is left uniformly con- 
tinuous, 
(10) Every open subgroup of G has equal uniformities. 
(11) The identity map from G to itself is uniformly open for the pairs of structures 
(S,(G), S,(G)) and (S,(G), S,(G)). 
4. Projective limits and uniform structures 
We show that many of the concepts developed in the earlier sections can be 
restated in terms of projective limits of metric groups and that the understanding 
of equal uniformities can be enhanced by the use of projective limits. It was only 
after we noted the central role of the Kakutani-Kodaira theorem and the G8 
condition in the theory developed in the previous sections that we concluded that 
projective limits could be a natural approach to a characterization of equal unifor- 
mities. In the past it has not been the norm to use projective limits to study locally 
compact groups though projective limits have been used extensively in the study of 
Lie groups. Most of the current texts slight the subject, though a monograph of 
Reiter [ 121 does briefly treat a special case involving limits of sequences of groups. 
In any event, our present approach became clear after a search of the liter- 
ature found the following classical result that appears in [15] and in [l, III, 7.3, 
Proposition 21. 
Theorem 4.1. Let G,, (Y E A, be a collection of normal closed subgroups of the topological 
group G. Suppose the following hold: 
(a) Every neighborhood of e E G contains a G,. 
(b) Given a, p E A there is y E A such that G, c G, n GP. 
(c) G is complete or one of the G, is compact. 
Then G = lim, G/G,, the projective limit of the G/G,. 
As mentioned previously the proof of the Kakutani-Kodaira theorem in [5] shows 
that each cr-compact, locally compact group satisfies the Gfi condition. The G8 
condition guarantees that the collection {N,} of all compact normal G6 subgroups 
of G under self-indexing satisfy the conditions of the groups G, in Theorem 4.1, 
and we are therefore able to state a slight generalization and reformulation of the 
Kakutani-Kodaira theorem: 
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Theorem 4.2 (Kakutani-Kodaira). Let G be a locally compact group that satisfies the 
G, condition. Then G is the projective limit of the quotient groups G/N,, where 
{N,: LY E A} is the set of all compact normal G, subgroups of G. 
Definition. Let A be a set directed by a partial ordering S. For each (Y E A, let G, 
be a topological group. If (Y < p (a s p and LY # /3) there is an open continuous 
homomorphism fOa of GP into G,. If a < p < ‘y, then fyu = fpcr 0 fyp. The object 
consisting of A, the groups G, and the mappings fpcr is an inverse mapping system. 
Let H = nutAG, and let G = lim, G, = {(x,,) E H: x, = fpcX(xp), a <p}. Then G is 
called the projective limit of the inverse mapping system. 
We note that [4, 6.141 says that if all G,, (Y E A, are T, groups then G is a closed 
subgroup of H. We also will use the following theorem that appears in [l, III, 3.21. 
Theorem 4.3. Zf X = Hat A G, is a Cartesian product of the topological groups G, then 
X has equal uniformities iff every G, has equal uniformities. 
The following lemma is easy to prove and we leave it to the reader. 
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a topological group and let H c G be a subgroup. If G has equal 
uniformities then H has equal uniformities. 
We suppose now that each G,, is a TO topological group. 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that G = lim, G, and suppose thatfor each o,f,, is the restriction 
of the projection rra : npt A G, + G, to G. If each fm is surjective and open then G has 
equal uniformities iff every G,, does. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.3 the product group n,,.. G, has equal uniformities, and by 
Lemma 4.4 so does G. Conversely, the maps fa : G + G,, , are each open, surjective 
and continuous homomorphisms. By Theorem 1.6, if some G,, has unequal unifor- 
mities, G has unequal uniformities. 0 
This leads to the following corollary of our reformulated Kakutani-Kodaira 
theorem: 
Corollary 4.6. Each locally compact group G that satisfies the G, condition has equal 
uniformities if G/N has equal uniformities for each compact normal G, subgroup N 
of G. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.2, G is the projective limit of the groups G/N, where N runs 
over the collection of compact normal Gs subgroups of G. The corollary follows 
from Theorem 4.5 since the projections in the inverse limit are the open surjective 
homomorphisms of G onto the metric groups G/N. 0 
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We can now consolidate Theorem 4.2 and Corollary 4.6 into a more convenient 
form: 
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a locally compact topological group which satisfies the GS 
condition. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) G has equal umform structures. 
(b) G is the projective limit of locally compact metric groups G,, where the projection 
maps fa : G + G, are open and surjective, and each G, has equal uniform structures. 
Proof. Again, by Theorem 4.2, G is the projective limit of the quotient groups G/N, 
where N runs over the collection of compact normal G, subgroups of G. Since 
each G/N is a metric group (it has a countable base at the identity) the equivalence 
of (a) and (b) follows from Corollary 4.6. q 
Theorem 4.8. Let G be a locall_v compact topological group with equal untformities. 
Then G satisfies the G8 condition. Thus G is a projective limit of locally compact metric 
groups G,, a E A, with surjective and open projections fa : G + G,. 
Proof. If G has equal uniform structures then it has a base of invariant symmetric 
neighborhoods V of e satisfying xVx_’ = V for all x E G. Choose such a Vc U. Let 
V, = V. We may assume with no loss of generality that V- is compact. Inductively 
choose a sequence of invariant symmetric neighborhoods V, c V,_, such that Vi c 
Then let N=r)F=, V,. 
~~~z~~~~i; -nr=, XV&’ = ny=, V, = N. 
We may observe that xNx-‘= 
Note that v, c Vk c v,_, so 
n;=‘=, Vi = N and therefore N is compact and nonempty. Let x, y E N. Then x, 
y E V, for each k so that y-’ E V, and therefore xy-’ E V,_, for each k. But then 
xy-’ E N and N is a compact normal G, subgroup of G contained in U. 0 
Immediate consequences of this theorem are the following two well-known and 
classical results: 
Corollary 4.9. (a) Every locally compact Abelian group G is a projective limit of locally 
compact (Abelian) metric groups G,,, a E A, with surjective and open projections 
f;,:G+G,. 
(b) Every compact group G is a projective limit of compact metric groups with 
surjective and open projections. 
Corollary 4.10. If G is a locally compact topological group that cannot be written as 
a projective limit of locally compact metric groups with surjective and open projections 
then G has unequal uniform structures. 
We conclude this section with the following theorem and its corollary: 
Theorem 4.11. If G = lim, G,, where the projection functionsf;, : G + G, are surjective 
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and open, and if some G, has a left uniformly continuous function that is not right 
uniformly continuous then so does G. 
Proof. Let g, : G, +K! be left uniformly continuous but not right uniformly con- 
tinuous, and let f = g, 0 fa. As in the proof of Theorem 3.3(2), f is left uniformly 
continuous. However f is not right uniformly continuous. 
To see this, let E > 0. Since g, is not right uniformly continuous, given any U,, 
a neighborhood of e E G,, there exist x,, y, E G, such that x,, E U,,yu, but lga(x,,) - 
g,(y,)I>E.Let u=f,‘(U,)andlety~Gsatisfyf,(y)=y,.Wenotethatf,(Uy)= 
U,y, and that x, E U,y,,. Since AV( Uy) = U,,y,, there is x E Uy such that x,, =xX(x). 
Then forthis x and y we have If(x)-f(y)l=Ig,,(x,)-g,,(y,)I>e. 
Now let U be any open set in G. Then fu( U) is open in G, so there are x,, 
ya E G, such that x, E U,y,, but IgCY((a,) - gU(yU)I > E. The above argument now 
shows that there are x, y E G such that x E Uy but 1 f(x) - f(y)1 > e. 0 
Corollary 4.12. If G = lim, G, where each projection map f;? : G + G, is open and 
surjective, and each G,, is a locally compact metric group then the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) G has equal uniform structures. 
(b) Every real valued left uniformly continuous function on G is right uniformly 
continuous. 
(c) Every real valued left uniformly continuousfunction on each G,, is right uniformly 
continuous. 
Proof. (a)+(b) is clear. (b)+(c) follows from Theorem 4.11. Suppose then that 
(c) holds. Since G, is a locally compact metric group Theorem 3.1 implies that each 
G, has equal uniform structures. Thus Theorem 4.5 implies that G has equal uniform 
structures, so (c)*(a). 0 
5. Approximation by Lie groups 
In this section we solve the general problem by showing that a locally compact 
topological group has equal uniformities iff every open cT-compact subgroup of the 
topological group has equal uniformities. Our approach is to show that if every 
open o-compact subgroup has equal uniformities then the locally compact group 
G can be approximated by Lie groups, and therefore satisfies the G8 condition of 
Section 4. It is then immediate from Theorem 4.7 that the group G has equal 
uniformities. We make use of the following approximation theorem: 
Theorem 5.1 [9, Section 4.6, p. 1751. Let G be a locally compact group, and let G, 
be the component of the identity in G. Suppose that G/GO is compact and let U be an 
arbitrary neighborhood of e. Then there is a compact normal subgroup H c G such 
that G/H is a Lie group and H c U. 
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The first step in our solution is to note that every locally compact group G with 
equal uniformities can be approximated by Lie groups. This is a well-known result 
and has appeared in [3]. We have already shown in Theorem 4.8 that G satisfies 
the G6 condition and therefore can be approximated by locally compact metric 
groups. (To say that a group G can be approximated by a collection of groups 9 
means that G is a projective limit of the groups in 9.) We will show that every 
neighborhood of the identity in a locally compact group G with equal uniformities 
contains a “maximal” compact normal subgroup H’ such that G/H’ is a Lie group. 
The maximality condition is defined in our Theorem 5.3. It turns out that this 
condition is crucial to our proof. We start by deducing the following corollary of 
Theorem 5.1: 
Corollary 5.2. Let G be a locally compact group such that G/GO is compact. Let U 
be any neighborhood of e E G. Then there is a neighborhood W of e E G, and a compact 
normal subgroup H of G, such that the following hold: 
(a) W c U, and W- is compact. 
(b) Hc W. 
(c) G/H is a Lie group. 
(d) Every subgroup of G contained in W is contained in H. 
Proof. Let G, H be as in Theorem 5.1, with H c U. Then Theorem 5.1 says that 
G/H has no small subgroups: i.e., there is a neighborhood W’ of e,/H in G/H 
which contains no nontrivial subgroups. Let 4 : G + G/H be the natural map. Since 
H is compact there is an open neighborhood V of the identity in G with the property 
that VH c U, and VH has compact closure. Note that C#J( VH) = 4(V) is open in 
G/H. If we let W = 4-‘( W’) n VH, then W has compact closure and H = W c U. 
It remains to show (d). Let F be a subgroup of G which is contained in W. Then 
#I(F)c W’cG/H,sothat~(F)=e,,,={H}.ThismeansthatFc~-’(e,iH)=H. 
Thus if F c W and if F is a subgroup of G then F c H. This proves the corollary. 0 
In what follows, we always use GO to stand for the identity component in G. 
Theorem 5.3. Let G be a locally compact group with equal uniformities, and let U be 
a neighborhood of e E G. Then there exists a neighborhood Wof e E G, and a compact 
normal subgroup H of G, such that the following hold: 
(a) WC U, and W- is compact. 
(b) Hc W. 
(c) G/H is a Lie group. 
(d) H is maximal for the normal subgroups of G in W, i.e., every normal subgroup 
of G contained in W is contained in H. 
(e) W is G-invariant: W = nRrC gWg_‘. 
Proof. Since G/ G, is totally disconnected, by [4, 7.71, every neighborhood of e in 
G/GO contains a compact open subgroup J. Let G, = C$ -‘( J), where 4 : G + G/G, 
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is the natural map. Then G, is an open subgroup of G with the property that 
GOc G, c G and Cl/GO is compact. 
By the above corollary there is a neighborhood W, of e in G, such that W, c U n 
G, where the closure of W, is compact, and a compact normal subgroup H, of G, 
such that H, c W,, G,/ H, is a Lie group, and every subgroup of G, contained in 
W, is contained in H, . Since G has equal uniformities the set W = ngic gW,g-’ 
is a G-invariant neighborhood of e in G with compact closure, and W c W, c U n 
G,c U. Let H =ngEG gH,gm’cn786G gW,g-‘= W. Note that H is a normal sub- 
group of G. Also, each gH,g -’ is a compact group, so that H is compact. This 
shows (a) and (b). 
To show (d), let N be a normal subgroup of G in W. Since W c W, , N c H, by 
the choice of H,. Therefore N = gNg_’ = gH,g-’ for every g E G, so that N = 
ngtc gNg_‘= nntc gH,g? = H. This shows that H is maximal for the normal 
subgroups of G in W. We still need to show that G/H is a Lie group. 
Since W c G, , Theorem 5.1 tells us that W contains a compact normal subgroup 
F, of G, such that G,/ F, is a Lie group. Since W is G-invariant, each set gF,g-‘, 
g E G, is a subgroup of G, contained in W. Therefore by the choice of H,, each 
gF,g -‘c H,. 
Let F’ be the group generated by {gF,g-‘: g E G}, and let F be the closure of F’. 
We claim that F is normal in G. To see this, observe that the generators of F’ have 
the form gfg-‘, wherefE F, . The collection of products of generators of F’ is closed 
under the inner automorphisms of G, since if x = g,f,g,’ and y = g&g,’ are 
generators of F’ and h E G, we have hxyh-’ = h(g,f,g;‘)hP’h(g,fig;‘)h’ =x’y’, 
where x’ and y’ are again generators of F’. Therefore F’ is normal in G. Since the 
closure of a normal subgroup is again normal, F is normal in G. Since F is closed 
in H,, F is also compact. Now F is a compact normal subgroup of G which is 
contained in W, so F c H. 
Claim. G/F is a Lie group. 
We have a topological group isomorphism G,/ F = (G,/ F,)/( F/ F,). Since G,/ F, 
is a Lie group and F/F, is closed in G,/ F,, we have F/F, is a Lie group [14, 3.421 
and therefore G,/ F is a Lie group by [13, Proposition 6.151. 
We also have the isomorphism G,/ H = (G,/ F)/(H/F), where H/F is a Lie 
group because it is closed in the Lie group G,/F. Consequently, G,/ H is a Lie 
group. Since G,/H is open in G/H and since G,/H is locally Euclidean so is 
G/H. Thus G/H is a Lie group, proving the theorem. 0 
Corollary 5.4. Let G, be as in the proof of Theorem 5.3, and for each neighborhood 
Uof e let W, and H, in G be as in Corollary 5.2 (applied to G,). Then H = ngcG gH,g-’ 
satisjies the conclusions of Theorem 5.3 with W = ngic gW,g-‘. 
Note. Conditions (a)-(d) in Theorem 5.3 may be restated as follows: G contains a 
neighborhood basis 021 at the identity consisting of G-invariant neighborhoods U 
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of e such that 
(a) U is compact. 
(b) There is a compact normal subgroup KU c U such that G/KU is a Lie group. 
(c) KU is maximal in U with respect to normal subgroups of G contained in U. 
Condition (c) is very important in the induction in the proof of our next theorem. 
We make use of several well-known results. In particular we use the terms “Lie 
group” and “a locally compact group with no small subgroups” interchangeably 
(see [7, p. 861). Then we see immediately that an open subgroup of a Lie group is 
automatically a Lie group. Theorem 5.3 and its corollary give the important structure 
result of this section, and have as an immediate corollary a number of important 
characterizations of locally compact groups with equal uniformities. 
Theorem 5.5. If G is a locally compact topological group such that every open u-compact 
subgroup has equal uniformities then G can be approximated by Lie groups. 
Proof. Let G, G,, and J be as in the proof of Theorem 5.3. Then G, is an open 
subgroup of G with the property that G,, c G, c G and G,/GO is compact. We will 
show that if W is a neighborhood of e in G, and W c G,, then W contains a 
compact normal subgroup K of G such that G/K is a Lie group. By Theorem 5.3 
(applied to G,), we may assume that WC G, is a compact G,-invariant neighbor- 
hood of e which has a maximal normal subgroup H of G, such that G,/H is a Lie 
group. 
Let .& = {A: A is a a-compact open subgroup of G and G, c A}. Note that G, E &. 
To see this first note that +(G,) = J is compact and so there is a compact set 
C c 4-‘(J) c G with 4(C) = J. From the construction of G, it is clear that G, = CG,. 
The group G, is connected and locally compact so that it is in fact a-compact 
(actually compactly generated). Therefore G, is an open u-compact subgroup of G. 
Let W be a fixed neighborhood of e in G, as described above, and for each A E d 
let V, = nJEA xWx_‘. Since each A has equal uniformities and W is compact, 
Corollary 5.4 (applied to A instead of G) shows that V, is a compact neighborhood 
of e that is A-invariant and that contains every A-invariant subgroup of A that lies 
in W. By Theorem 5.3 and Corollary 5.4, KA = nxcA xHx-’ is a compact normal 
subgroup of A such that K+,c V,, A/K, is a Lie group, and KA is maximal with 
respect to normal subgroups of A in V,. 
Suppose some KA is normal in G. Let U be a neighborhood of e in A/K* which 
contains no subgroups of A/K* other than the trivial one. Then U is also a 
neighborhood of e in G/ KA, since A is open in G. This means that U is a 
neighborhood of e in G/ KA containing no subgroups other than the trivial one, so 
G/K, is a Lie group. 
So suppose that no KA is normal in G. We proceed by induction to arrive at a 
contradiction. Let A, E d be arbitrary and let V, = n xWx_‘, where the intersection 
is taken over all x E A,. Then K, = n {xHx_‘: XE A,} is an AI-normal subgroup in 
V, which is maximal for A,-normal subgroups in W, and for which AI/K, is a Lie 
group. Since K, is not normal in G there is x, E G such that x, K,x;’ Z K,. Let Al 
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be the subgroup of G generated by A, and x, . Then A2 c A,, AZ is open (it contains 
an open neighborhood of e E A, which is open in G), and A, is u-compact, so it 
is contained in &. Now K, = n {xHx~‘: x E A*} is the maximal AZ-normal subgroup 
contained in W, and AZ/K, is a Lie group. Since K2 is normal in AZ, and K, is 
not, it follows that K, # K,. Since K2c V, and K2 is normal in A,, we have K2 c K, . 
Now by assumption, K, is not normal in G, and continuing the process we get 
two countably infinite sequences A, s: A, s . + .s A, 5 . . . and K, 2 K2 2. * * 2 K, 2 
. . . , where K, = n {xHx_‘: x E A,,}, which satisfy the following: 
(1) Each A, E ~4. 
(2) A,/K, is a Lie group. 
(3) Each K, c W, and each K, is maximal with respect to normal subgroups of 
A,, in W. 
Let A* = lJTz, A,,. Since each A,, is a-compact and open, so is A*, and thus 
A*E&. Let K*=n{xHx-‘:xEA*} and V*=n{xHx-‘:xEA*}. Then K* is a 
compact normal subgroup of A* which is contained in V*, and by Theorem 5.3, 
A*/ K * is a Lie group and K * is maximal with respect to normal subgroups of A* 
in W. Note that K* = nrz,, K,. 
Now A*/ K* is a Lie group, and therefore A*/r);=, K, is a Lie group. Since 
K,/r):=, K, is compact, it is a closed subgroup of A*/n:=, K, and must therefore 
be a Lie group [14, 3.421. Let Lk = K,Jn;=, K,. Then Lk+, c Lk for all k, so 
f--c==, 4  {e> in K/n:=:=, K,. Therefore given a neighborhood U of e in 
K,/n;=, K, there is a k such that Lk c U. (If not then for each k there is xk E Lk 
such that x, is not in U. Since L, is compact and L, c L, for all j, the sequence {xk} 
has a cluster point x E L, . Clearly x # e. Similarly the cluster point is in each Lk 
and therefore x E n7,=, L,, = {e}, a contradiction.) 
Thus we have shown that K,/n;=, K, has small subgroups, and so it cannot be 
a Lie group, giving us a contradiction. Therefore some KA is normal in G. This 
proves that G/ KA is a Lie group for some A E d. We also note that KA c W. Since 
W was an arbitrary neighborhood of the identity, we have shown that G can be 
approximated by Lie groups. 0 
Corollary 5.6. If G is a locally compact topologicalgroup such that every open o-compact 
subgroup has equal uniformities then G satisfies the G, condition. 
Proof. The above proof of Theorem 5.5 shows that each neighborhood U of the 
identity in G contains a compact normal subgroup H such that G/H is a Lie group. 
This means that G/H is metrizable and that therefore {H} E G/H is a Gs. Let {V,,} 
be a sequence of neighborhoods of {H} in G/H such that {H} = n V,,. Then if 
4 : G + G/H is the natural map we have that 4-‘( V,) is open for each n and 
n 4P’(V,)=4P’(n V,,)= 4-,((H))= H. Therefore H is a compact normal G, 
subgroup of G. 0 
Corollary 5.7. If G is a locally compact topological group such that every open u-compact 
subgroup has equal unzformities then G has equal uniformities. 
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Proof. By Corollary 5.6 every neighborhood of the identity in G contains a compact 
normal Ga. Thus by Corollary 3.7, since every open a-compact subgroup has equal 
uniformities it follows that G has equal uniformities. 0 
The following theorem summarizes the results for locally compact groups. 
Theorem 5.8. Let G be a locally compact topological group. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) G has equal uniformities. 
(b) If {x,} is a net based on the directed set D satisfying x, + e, and if {yu} in G 
is any other net based on D then yaxCryi’ + e. 
(c) For each neighborhood U of e, the intersection nxtc xUx_‘, is a neighborhood 
of e. 
(d) There is a basis for the neighborhood system of e consisting of sets W satisfying 
W=xWx-' for all xE G. 
(e) Every open u-compact subgroup of G has equal uniform structures. 
(f) Every open subgroup of G has equal uniformities. 
(g) For every open neighborhood U of e and each right untformly discrete sequence 
{x,} in G, the set n;=:,, x,Ux;’ is a neighborhood of e. 
(h) G satisfies the G8 condition, and G is the projective limit of Lie groups, each of 
which have equal uniform structures. 
(i) G satisjes the G6 condition, and G is the projective limit of locally compact 
metric groups, each of which have equal umform structures. 
(j) G satisfies the G8 condition, and each continuous open homomorphic image of 
G has equal uniformities. 
(k) Every real valued left uniformly continuous function on G is right uniformly 
continuous, 
(1) Every real valued right untformly continuous function on G is left umformly 
continuous. 
Proof. Note that the equivalence of (a)-(d) is Theorem 1.7, and does not need local 
compactness. (a)@(e) and (a)e(f) by Corollary 5.7. (a)-(g) by Corollary 2.2, 
and (a) ti (i) by Theorems 4.5 and 4.11. 
(j)+(a) since the identity map is a continuous homomorphism. Assume (a). Then 
G satisfies the Gfi property by Theorem 4.8, and (j) follows from Theorem 1.6. 
(a)+(k) is clear. Assume (k). If G has an open o-compact subgroup H with 
unequal uniform structures then by Theorem 3.3(2) there is a left uniformly con- 
tinuous real valued function f defined on H which is not right uniformly continuous. 
Such a function may be extended to all of G so as to have the same properties (see 
the proof of Corollary 3.8). Thus a contradiction, so (e) holds. The implications 
(a)+(l) and (l)=+(e) are similar. 
Finally, assume that (e) is true. Then Theorem 5.5 says that G can be approximated 
by Lie groups, and Theorem 1.6 implies that the approximating groups have equal 
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uniformities. Therefore (h) holds. If (h) holds then (a), and hence (e), holds by 
Theorem 4.5. 0 
Notes. After the work of this section was done, we became aware of a paper by 
Pestov [ll] that appeared in 1988. In this paper, Pestov uses a transfinite induction 
and topological argument to answer the following question of Itzkowitz [6]: if G 
is locally compact then is it true that G has equal uniformities iff every open 
o-compact subgroup of G has equal uniformities? The purpose of the question 
proposed then was to settle the equivalence of (a) and (g) of Theorem 5.8. At that 
point the characterizations of equal uniformities for a-compact groups obtained in 
Theorem 3.9 were not known. In any event our approach to the problem is completely 
different. It uses an induction argument instead of transfinite induction, and so we 
have avoided using the Axiom of Choice. It also uses the approach of approximation 
by Lie groups. Further, our Theorems 5.2-5.5 give an interesting refinement of some 
results obtained in an earlier paper of Grosser and Moskowitz [3] and point out 
the importance of a maximality condition for compact GA groups in a topological 
group with equal uniformities. 
Finally we should remark that condition (g) was already recognized in [5] as 
being an important condition for the understanding of equal uniformities in topologi- 
cal groups. At that time it was recognized that the negation of the condition would 
imply the existence of a left uniformly continuous function that is not right uniformly 
continuous. This condition also shows that in a locally compact topological group 
the question of equal uniformities may be settled by the use of sequences. 
6. Totally disconnected groups and uniform structure 
In this section we consider a special case of Theorems 5.5-5.7 which served as a 
model for the approach taken there. We consider here the case of a locally compact 
totally disconnected group. The reader should note the similarity of the argument 
used in Theorem 6.4 with the proof of Theorem 5.5. It was only after making this 
argument that we realized that a descending chain argument might be made in the 
more general locally compact case. 
Definition. A topological group is totally disconnected if all of its components are 
points (i.e., if the component of the identity is a point). 
We will make use of the following theorems: 
Theorem 6.1 [4, 7.71. Let G be a totally disconnected or O-dimensional group that is 
locally compact [compact]. Then every neighborhood of the identity e contains a compact 
open [compact open normal] subgroup. 
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Theorem 6.2 [4, 7.191. Let G be locally compact and totally disconnected, and suppose 
that the unzform structures are equal. Then every neighborhood of e contains a compact 
open normal subgroup. 
Corollary 6.3. Let G be locally compact and totally disconnected. Then G has equal 
uniform structures tgevery neighborhood of e contains a compact open normal subgroup 
of G. 
Proof. Suppose each neighborhood of e contains a compact open normal subgroup. 
Let U be an arbitrary neighborhood of e. Then there is a compact open normal 
subgroup N of G which is contained in U. Clearly we have N = xNx_’ c xlJx_’ 
for all x E G. Therefore N =nrtc xNx_‘c nxic xUx_‘, and since N is an open 
subgroup it is a neighborhood of e so that G has equal uniformities. The converse 
is Theorem 6.2. 0 
Theorem 6.4. Let G be a locally compact totally disconnected group. Assume that every 
u-compact open subgroup has equal uniformities. Then G has equal uniformities. 
Proof. Let K be an arbitrary compact open subgroup of G. (By Theorem 6.1, such 
a subgroup exists.) Let A be any open o-compact subgroup of G containing K. 
Since A has equal uniformities, the group KA =natA aKa_’ is an open compact 
subgroup of G that is normal in A, which we call the compact group associated to 
A. Let ti = {A: A is a a-compact open subgroup of G and K c A}, and let K* = 
(-I KA. AC.54 
We will show by contradiction that K* is open. If K* is not open, we will show 
by induction that there are two countably infinite sequences of open subgroups 
satisfying A,~AZ~...~A,,~.+‘, where A,E&, and K,~K,~*..~K,,~..., 
where each K, is the compact group associated to A,. 
Let A, E SY be arbitrary and let K, be the compact group associated to A,. Then 
K, 3 K” since K * is not open. Therefore there is a group A, E ti such that A, 5 A,, 
K, = KZ, but K, # Kz, since otherwise we would have nAL,rB KA = K, = K”. Suppose 
that we have chosen A,sA2s.*.sA, in &, and K,~Kz~...~K,,. The same 
argument shows that there is A,,, E ~2 satisfying A, 5 A,,+, and such that the 
associated K,,, satisfies K, 3 K,,, , completing the induction. 
Now we observe that A* = UT=, A, is cT-compact and open. Therefore the 
associated group KA* is open. Since K is compact, it follows that K/KA* is finite. 
Since the number of elements in K/K, is less than the number in K/KA*, for 
i-1,2,..., and since the number of elements in K/K; is strictly increasing with i, 
if KizKi+, for all i, it follows that the chain K, 2 K, 2 . . . 2 K, 2 . . . is finite. 
Therefore K* is open. 
Next we show that K* = ngtc gKg-‘. Note that if g E G, there is an open 
a-compact subgroup A, that contains {g}u K, since K is compact [4, 5.141. Thus 
g E A,, K c A, and, denoting by K, the compact group associated to A,, we have 
K*= nAE.d KA c ngcc K, = ngic gKg_‘, On the other hand, ngEa gKg-‘= KA = 
ngtA gKg_’ for every AE &!. Therefore ngirG gKg_’ = nAr,ti KA = K”. 
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Now let U be a neighborhood of e. Then U contains a compact open subgroup 
KU. By the argument above there is K L, a compact open normal subgroup satisfying 
K 5 c KU c U. Thus by Corollary 6.3, G has equal uniformities. 0 
Corollary 6.5. Let G be a totally disconnected locally compact topological group. If G 
has equal uniformities then G is the projective limit of discrete groups. 
Proof. By Corollary 6.3, every neighborhood of e in G contains an open compact 
normal subgroup N which is necessarily a G8 and clearly G/N is a discrete group. 
Thus Theorem 4.1 implies the desired result. 0 
Note that any mapping from a topological space onto a discrete space is automati- 
cally open. Therefore the projections are open. 
Lemma 6.6. If G is the projective limit of discrete groups, each of which is a surjective 
homomorphic image of G, then G has equal uniformities. 
Proof. Every discrete group has equal uniformities. Since the projections fn are 
open G has equal uniformities by Theorem 4.5. 0 
Theorem 6.7. Let G be a totally disconnected locally compact topological group. Then 
the following are equivalent : 
(a) G has equal uniformities. 
(b) G is the projective limit of discrete groups each of which is a surjective homomor- 
phic image of G. 
(c) Every open u-compact subgroup of G has equal uniformities. 
(d) Every open u-compact subgroup of G is the projective limit of countable discrete 
groups each of which is a surjective homomorphic image of G. 
Proof. (a)+(b) and (c)+(d) by Corollary 6.5. (b)+(a) and (d)+(c) by Lemma 
6.6. (c)*(a) is Theorem 6.4. To see that (a)+(c), note that if G has equal 
uniformities then Theorem 6.2 says that G satisfies the G8 condition. Then (c) 
follows from Corollary 3.7. 0 
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